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NOTES

Enda Crehan 7/30/2015 Any Age 

Passing and Combinations- Technical  

9o minutes 

Print Form

- A players dribbles out to the blue cone which is half way
- Once they get there then the opposite player tries to catch him
- Middle player must make a smooth turn in the middle to get back to the group
- Players Catching stay catching on their side 
- Rotate Players catching and dribbling
- Rotate side ball is dribbled in from

- Coaching points
- Quick touches and turn in the middle 
- Good turn of Pace 

- A plays the ball to B and follows their pass
- A has options to bend the ball or play in through the middle gate
- Encourage players to do both and with both feet 
- A follows their pass once they have passed the ball 

Coaching points
- Weight of the pass
- First touch 
- Communication
- Use left and tight foot  

- Player A passes to Player B and follows the pass
- B moves away from the cone as indicated in the Red 
- B receives the ball and opens and plays a pass to C
- C receives the ball and dribbles to the end of the line on the opposite side
- One side goes at a time

Coaching Points 
- Movement on the middle cone 
- Weight of the pass
- First touch 
- Communication
- Accuracy of the pass 
- Awareness and Communication 

- 3v3+ 2
- Blue vs White 
- Blue try to get the ball to their targets for a point
- White do the same 
- Switch players in wide areas 

- Focus on movement of target players 
- Play Simple 
- Demand the ball 
- Awareness
- Communication


